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Hypro Therm insulation engineering specifications
Insulation, the RIGHT Product for the application.
From: Billy Shaver [mailto:Billy@hillbillytrailers.com]
Sent: Monday, October 2, 2018 9:51 AM
To: Jerry Swinney <Jerry.Swinney@morganplc.com>; Tom Toal <Tom.Toal@morganplc.com>
Subject: to much stuff, “You Can’t argue with something you can measure”

Jerry this is what I was talking about seems like people don't care but just expect for it
to be right when they don't know I am sure this makes since to yall but the normal
person doesn't have a clue neutral

From: Jerry Swinney <Jerry.Swinney@morganplc.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 3, 2017 9:17 PM
To: Billy Shaver
Cc: Tom Toal
Subject: RE: to must stuff

Furnace efficiency is achieved by preventing heat loss from the furnace through the firebox
insulation. Extremely low ambient temperatures can quickly drain the efficiency from most
outdoor furnaces if not properly insulated, with the correct insulation. Most outdoor furnace
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manufacturers use thick layers of low density, low use limit household or metal building
insulations designed for use at room temperature, hoping to impress the unsuspecting
consumer with the high published R values of their insulation system. Thermal resistance is
expressed in R value which is the total thickness of insulation divided by the thermal
conductivity value (k value.) Typically R value is expressed at a constant temperature of 70 or 75
F. In a furnace application, R value is not applicable as the temperature of the firebox can be
10x the temperature expressed in the R value measurement As temperatures rise, K value
increases rapidly (lower insulation value per inch of insulation.) Above 75 F. these low density
insulations quickly increase in conductivity due to the forces of convection and radiation as they
are not designed to be used at elevated temperatures. In fact, most of these residential and
commercial insulations contain some binder system which helps them maintain mechanical
integrity and repel moisture. Beginning as low as 250 F. these binders begin to break down due
to the heat and by 350-375 F. most of the mechanical integrity and moisture resistance is lost.

All HyProTherm furnaces utilize Thermal Ceramics Superwool Plus R low bio-persistent high
temperature insulating wool as the firebox insulation. Superwool Plus R contains no binder to
burn out and is mechanically needled to maintain structural integrity at continuous
temperatures of up to 1832 F. , indefinitely. The higher density and higher fiber index of
Superwool Plus R yields very low thermal conductivity values at temperatures above 200 F.
compared to other fibrous insulations. Superwool R fibers are used in a variety of applications
from aerospace and automotive heat shields, industrial furnace linings in power generation,
metals processing and petrochemical applications, as well as many household and commercial
cooking appliance applications.
Jerry Swinney
Regional Sales Manager
API 936 Certification# 54535
Morgan Advanced Materials
Thermal Ceramics
PO Box 923, Augusta, Georgia, 30903 USA
Tel

225 755 8170

M

225 921 6695

F

866 785 2738

Email jerry.swinney@morganplc.com
Web

www.morganthermalceramics.com
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Thermal Ceramics Inc., 2102 Old Savannah Road, Augusta, Georgia, 30906 US

This message and any attachments are confidential and are intended for the personal attention
of the addressee. See disclaimer

This correspondence may include technical data that is subject to US Government regulations
which may include Export Administration Regulations, International Traffic in Arms Regulations,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations, or Defense Acquisition Regulations. The export,
transfer, or disclosure of this technical data to a foreign person, in any format, must be licensed
or otherwise authorized by the US Government, prior to disclosure to or transfer to any foreign
person.
Please consider the environment before printing this email

From: Charles Cottrell <ccottrell@naima.org>
Date: November 14, 2016 at 1:30:49 PM CST
Hi Billy,
I’ve reviewed the information you sent and there are a number of materials that
could work for your hydronic stove. The high temperature fiberglass you cite
below is one. There is also fiberglass and rock wool (which has a higher melting
temperature) and the ceramic fiber materials (very high temp).
Here is a link to a guide which gives some of the material properties for different
insulation types:
https://www.wbdg.org/design/midg_materials.php#ppgim
Here is another source on that same site:
https://www.wbdg.org/design/midg.php
If you are interested in the R-value for a specific thickness of the material – take
the thickness and divide it by the k value. So a 4" thick piece of material with a k
of 0.25 would have an R-value of 16.
For the project you’re looking at I think max operating temperature and corrosion
resistance would be important as well as workability. Blanket materials are more
flexible than boards and blocks – but the board and block materials are more
ridged and may be easier to fit into the cavity between the water jacket and metal
panel exterior. The reflective insulation like solar guard requires a sealed airspace
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on each side to perform at the advertised R-value. I would think this would be
fairly difficult to do.
Finally if you are trying to install enough insulation to meet a certain exterior
surface temperature I would look at our 3E PLUS software which can estimate the
exterior temperature of a tank (similar to what your building from a thermal
standpoint). The program is available at http://insulationinstitute.org/toolsresources/free-3e-plus/
Regards,
Charles C. Cottrell
VP, Technical Services
North American Insulation Manufacturers Association
703-684-0084 x115
To Hyprotherm Manufacturing
: Points of interest 1-4
1. In reviewing your request on your Forced Air Models and your commercial hydronic
models.
We know you feel a need for a desired product.
There are a number of materials that would work for your commercial hydronic and
forced air stove. The high temperature fiberglass you cite below is one; there are also
fiberglass and rock wool (which has a higher melting temperature) and the ceramic fiber
materials (very high temp).
2. In our opinion you will need.
For the project you’re looking at I think max operating temperature and corrosion
resistance would be important as well as workability. Blanket materials are more flexible
than boards and blocks.
3. There are products you should not use for a thermal cycling unit.
Do not use a standard fiberglass insulation meaning the standard fiberglass your using is
just metal building insulation with an R factor on it tested at 75 degrees, exceeding that
perimeter heat factor the R factor drops dramatically
4. Results to following proper recommendations.
Based on our knowledge and the understanding of your needs, by using our
recommendations and HVAC normal codes per efficiency, you should get the results you
desire.
Thank you for your eagerness to do all you can to manufacture the best product available.
North American Insulation Manufacturers Association
Charles C. Cottrell
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Different Manufacturers Insulation Ways
Natures Comfort

Regular fiberglass batting

Earth
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-23 - R-29 + solarguard
High Heat & batting insulation on sides and bottom; batting with Solar
Guard on top
Wrapped in Solar Guard all around, top, bottom
Solar Wrap available

Taylor

(B) Posi-seal Insulation System
(Ensures low heat loss because there are no seams)
Posi-Seal insulation around the tank and on the door
Posi-Seam Foam Insulated Sealed Edges& Seams
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Central Boiler

Urethane Foam Insulation - insulation is
sprayed on and forms a 100% airtight seal around the water jacket.

Heatmor
The Heatmor™ is insulated with fiberglass bat insulation, the same as used
in insulating homes. The sides of the Heatmor™
are insulated with R-19 and the top with R-38. The insulation is nonflammable

Old Style Insulating
7

Sides: 1@3” Fiber = R10
Top: 2@6” Fiber =
R38
1@ Solar Guard= R11.6
1@ Solar Guard=
R11.6
21.6 total R factor
49.6 total R
factor
We know that you do not use fiber, metal building
Insulation tested at 75 degree on a thermal
unit.
http://www.silvercote.com/wp-content/uploads/Solarguard-Info-Sheet-W.pdf
NOTE: Condensation blanket is NOT sold as a thermal barrier.
The insulating
value of the product is negligible and should NOT be utilized in conditioned
or semi-conditioned buildings where thermal performance of any degree is
required.
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Old Ways
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Fiberglass VS Super wool
Per Thermal Conductivity
As you can see in the charts below the R factor dips dramatically
Look at 150 to 200 degree
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New HYPROTHERM
Improved Style Insulation
Morgan Ceramic Super Wool
Operating parameter: 2” = 22 F

Hydronic
150 F constant operating temperatures
Worse case 212 F
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Forced Air
75-150 F constant operating temperatures
Worse case 500 F
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Forced Air Max 500 F

Hydronic Max 212 F

As you can see temp per what we need to insulate
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Elevated Temperature Blanket
http://www.knaufinsulation.us/en/content/elevated-temperature-blanket




Description
Datasheets

Knauf Insulation ET Batt 1000° and Knauf ET HD Blanket 1000° with ECOSE® Technology
are semi-rigid thermal insulations (1.6 pcf, 25.6 kg/m3), bonded with ECOSE Technology.
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ECOSE® Technology
ECOSE Technology is a revolutionary binder chemistry that enhances the sustainability
of our products. The “binder” is the bond that holds our glass mineral wool product
together and gives the product its shape and brown color. ECOSE Technology is a plantbased, sustainable chemistry that replaces the phenol/formaldehyde (PF) binder
traditionally used in glass mineral wool products. Products using ECOSE technology are
formaldehyde-free and have reduced global warming potential when compared to our
products of the past.

Applications
ET Batt 1000° and Knauf ET HD Blanket 1000° with ECOSE Technology are
used in high-temperature marine applications, industrial furnaces, boilers,
vessels and industrial ovens, where lighter-weight insulation is needed or
flexible and/or semi-rigid high-temperature insulations are needed for
irregular surfaces.

Features and Benefits
Excellent Thermal Properties



Low thermal conductivity.
Increase system efficiency and decrease fuel usage.

Low-Cost Installation




Lightweight and easy to handle and fabricate.
Flexibility makes them ideal for flat or irregular surfaces.
Damage Resistant





More resistant to abuse than standard ET Blanket.
Tough and resilient.
Resist damage in shipment, and during and after installation.

Custom Sizes


All items are available in made-to-order sizes.
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Indoor Air Quality


Certified by UL Environment for indoor air quality (IAQ) as low emitting products
and where noted, have achieved the more stringent GREENGUARD Gold
certification and verified to be formaldehyde-free.

Sustainability


Carbon negative: meaning Knauf insulation products used for thermal insulating
purposes recover the energy that it took to make them in just hours or a few
days, depending on the application. Once installed, the product continues to
save energy and reduce carbon generation as long as it is in place.

Fiber glass insulation with ECOSE Technology


contains three primary ingredients:
o Sand, one of the world’s most abundant and renewable resources
o Post-consumer recycled bottle glass
o ECOSE Technology which reduces binder embodied energy by up to 70%
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Knuaf ET Blanket @ 1000 degree with Ecose Technology
3 / .28 = R 10.71 at 100 degree mean temperature.
Based on the formula for the thermal curve of the data will
be points reported, the thermal
conductivity of ET Blanket can be extrapolated to
predicted a “k” value of 0.26 (BTU • in /
hr • ft2 • oF) at 75oF Mean Temperature. If the “k” were
0.26, the R-value of 3” thick ET
Blanket at 75oF Mean Temperature R-11.5.
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Additional Applications
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HyProTherm Standard Insulation Package
Based on the NAIMA formula thickness / k value = R value
Three inches of Knauf ET Blanket = R- 11.5
+ One quarter inch Solar Guard = R- 11.6____
HyProTherm side wall standard insulation = R- 23.10
note: operating parameters, temp -10 deg, 5 mph wind, 150 deg operating temp = -1.6
deg
8.4 deg differences (wow) see calculations on page 25
Two inches of Morgan Super Wool Blanket
HyProTherm top or front standard insulation = R- 56.80
note: operating parameters, temp -10 deg, 5 mph wind, 700 deg interface temp = 22
deg cold face temp
(Wow) see calculation on page 27
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HyProTherm Cold Weather Package
Insulation
Based on the NAIMA formula thickness / k value = R value
Two inches of Morgan Super Wool Blanket = R- 56.80
+ One quarter inch Solar Guard _
= R- 11.60
HyProTherm side wall Cold Weather Package Insulation R- 68.40
note: operating parameters, temp -10 deg, 5 mph wind, 150 deg interface temp = - 5
deg
5 deg differences (wow) not counting the Solar Guard’s approximate 3 deg difference
totaling only 2 degree
See calculations on page 29

Three inches of Morgan Super Wool Blanket
HyProTherm top or front Cold Weather Package Insulation R- 88.23
note: operating parameters, temp -10 deg, 5 mph wind, 700 deg interface temp = 12
deg cold face temp
(Super wow)
See calculations on page 31
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HyProTherm Top Loading Furnace Standard
Insulation Package
Based on the NAIMA formula thickness / k value = R value
Three inches of Knauf ET Blanket = R- 11.5
+ One quarter inch Solar Guard = R- 11.6____
HyProTherm side wall standard insulation = R- 23.10
note: operating parameters, temp -10 deg, 5 mph wind, 150 deg operating temp = -1.6
deg
8.4 deg differences (wow) see chart on page 25
Four inches of Morgan Super Wool Blanket
HyProTherm top standard insulation = R- 116.60
note: operating parameters, temp -10 deg, 5 mph wind, 700 deg interface temp = 22
deg cold face temp
(Wow) see calculation on page 27
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HyProTherm Top Loading Furnace Cold
Weather Package Insulation
Based on the NAIMA formula thickness / k value = R value
Two inches of Morgan Super Wool Blanket = R- 56.80
+ One quarter inch Solar Guard _
= R- 11.60
HyProTherm side wall Cold Weather Package Insulation R- 68.40
note: operating parameters, temp -10 deg, 5 mph wind, 150 deg interface temp = - 5
deg
5 deg differences (wow) not counting the Solar Guard’s approximate 3 deg difference
totaling only 2 degree
See calculations on page 29

Six inches of Morgan Super Wool Blanket
HyProTherm top Cold Weather Package Insulation R- 165.00
note: operating parameters, temp -10 deg, 5 mph wind, 700 deg interface temp = 12
deg cold face temp
(Super wow)
See calculations on page 31
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